"Know ye not that ye are the temple of God, and that
the Spirit of God dwelleth in you? If any man defile the
temple of God, him shall God destroy; for the temple of
God is holy, which temple ye are."
-- 1 Corinthians 3:16- 17

Pastor Ricardo Beas
Natural Law Church of Health and Healing
San Diego County, California, USA
RicardoBeasV@hotmail.com
February 18, 2019
Letter @ tinyurl.com/TRUMP-Stop-Vaccine-Agenda
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20500
ATTN:PRESIDENT DONALD J. TRUMP
RE:

LEGAL NOTICE TO PRESIDENT TRUMP
First Amendment Petition for
Redress of Grievances1
YOUR STATE OF THE UNION ADDRESS
RELIGIOUS LIBERTIES and the
GLOBAL MANDATORY VACCINE AGENDA

Dear President Trump,
Several days ago we viewed your State of the Union Address to our Nation, as well as your speech at the National Prayer
Breakfast. While many of the things you described as accomplishments of your administration were good news and your
assessment of the threats to our nation were valid, none of those threats affect our nation’s health more than the
unconstitutional mandatory vaccine laws being rammed through by legislatures in many states throughout our country at
this moment. These threats represent a coordinated attack against the God-given and civil rights of ordinary men, women,
children, as well as a physician’s right to issue medical exemptions at their discretion. Our God-given rights, including
parental rights and medical freedom of choice, are reflected in Common Law, the U.S. Constitution, International Law and
Ecclesiastical Law.
This attack on our right to refuse vaccination is resulting in mental and physical harm to tens of thousands of vaccine-injured
victims and is being orchestrated and carried out by the major vaccine pharmaceutical industry giants: Sanofi Pasteur,
Pfizer, Merck, GlaxoSmithKline -- #BIGVAXXPHARMA, through lackeys in legislative positions, both Republican and Democrat,
and their cohorts in the medical industry and mainstream media.
Mr. President, I don’t need to point out to you the dangers of vaccines, as you made it clear that you know of such actual
harm when you said in part the following in one of your Primary Debates:
“Autism has become an epidemic … the child went to have the vaccine … and came back … now is autistic.”2
Mr. President, Big Vaxx Pharma is so powerful that even you, in that speech stated, “I’m totally in favor of vaccines …” after
saying directly and indirectly that vaccines are responsible for the autism epidemic in our country. You know that being
against the mandatory vaccine agenda is personal and political suicide, Big Pharma being the most powerful lobby in the
United States and in full control of the media/Fake News narrative.
1

First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, “The right of the People … to petition the Government for a redress of
grievances.” – In the instant Petition an injury, injustice and wrong which gives grounds for complaint because it is unjust
and oppressive. See “Grievance,” Black’s Law Dictionary, Revised Fourth Edition.
2
See Trump’s Republican Primary Debate at http://tinyurl.com/Trump-on-Vaccines.
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Since you made that comment more studies have been published, such as one linking miscarriages (spontaneous abortions)
to the flu vaccine,3 one proving unvaccinated children are healthier than vaccinated children,4 and one showing that
vaccinated compromised individuals are actually the one’s shedding such viruses and infecting others,5 just to name a few
studies and evidence proving the dangers of vaccines and the criminal fraud being perpetrated by those Criminal
Participants trying to force vaccines upon the global masses.6
President Trump, to understand the seriousness of our concerns as noted herein, we ask you to consider the following
observations related to your Address speech comments and their relationship with the dangers posed by those directing
and pushing the mandatory vaccine agenda nationwide:
(1) BIG PHARMA DRUG PRICING. You acknowledged how Big Pharma, is charging extremenly high prices in the United
States for their medications, when they sell the same medications for pennies on the dollar in other countries. This
shows that Big Pharma, just like Big Vaxx Pharma, cares more about making money than helping people restore their
health. Like Big Tobacco, profits come before death and injuryconcerns.
(2) OPIOID CRISIS. You acknowledged the opioid epidemic in our country, and while our border with Mexico is not secured
and heroin comes through it, the evidence shows that the opioid epidemic is primarily the result of Big Pharma’s push
of their products/medications containing opioids and other similar synthetic substances. Evidence has come to light
proving Big Pharma knew about the dangers of their opioid products, their addictiveness, and yet promoted them with
medical institutions and physicians, even for off-label use. We cannot trust such an industry and Big Vaxx Pharma, the
most profitable branch, is part of that same Big Pharma industry.
(3) CANCER VICTIMS. You introduced us to a beautiful child who has cancer and courageously campaigned to raise funds to
find the cure. This is the saddest of the stories you shared with us because when you see such child victims of cancer on
TV and in real life, without hair and in a frail condition, the reality is that such children don’t have that appearance as a
result of cancer. This is due to the toxic chemotherapy and radiation treatments they are forced to endure by Big
Pharma-misguided and in some cases greedy physicians, who receive a bonus payment for each radiation treatment
given to their patients, using the same unsuccessful and toxic treatments from over a century ago, simply repackaged
for a “more modern” ignorant audience.
In the case of vaccines, pediatricians also receive bonuses ($400 per child in some cases)7 when they convince parents
to vaccinate their children. Even worse is to consider the epidemic of babies and children with cancer is a fairly recent
one and generally dates back to when the vaccine schedule started increasing the number of recommended/required
vaccines. This is no coincidence because vaccine package inserts prove that vaccines contain many types of viruses and
carcinogenic substances.8
We should not be happy that a cancer patient starts fundraising; intead, we should be outraged that Big Vaxx Pharma is
pushing vaccines that the highest scientific authority in vaccines, Dr. Stanley Alan Plotkin, admits have never been
tested under true double-blind placebo guidelines, not to mention the fact that the U.S. Department of Health and

3

See “ABC News - Miscarriage 7 times more likely After Getting Flu Shot,” at tinyurl.com/Miscarriage-and-Vaccines.
See study comparing vaccinated vs. non-vaccinated children at tinyurl.com/Vaccinated-vs-NonVaccinated.
5
See CDC funded study showing that it is those vaccinated who shed the flu virus, at tinyurl.com/Vaccinated-Shed-Virus.
See also San Diego, CA 2011-2016 summary showing that out of 58 health department reported pertussis outbreaks only 8
included any unvaccinated children or adults, at tinyurl.com/San-Diego-Whooping Cough-Study.
6
See my Vaccine Class Action Complaint, mailed directly to you, the U.S. Department of Justice, the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, and the U.S. Department of Education on or around July 3, 2017, at tinyurl.com/Vaccine-ClassAction-Complaint
4

7

See Blue Cross 2016 Performance Recognition Program, page 15, at tinyurl.com/Vaccine-Doctor-Bonus. Such bonus would
not apply if the physician reports the injury in the VAERS system.
8
See for example, “Plague,” by Judy Mikovits, noting here that vaccines have never been tested to see if they can cause
cancer or infertility, as noted in vaccine manufacturers’ own vaccine inserts; see tinyurl.com/Vaccine-Insert.
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Human Services (HHS) and the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) have confessed it also has not done any National
Vaccine Injury Compensation Act-required studies to confirm vaccines’ safety and/or harmful side effects.9
Toxic vaccines are not the answer to curing disease. The answer lies in strengthening the immune system to fight
disease through natural and homeopathic non-toxic treatments. Unfortunately, every time any such successful natural
treatment appears, Big Pharma wastes no time in denouncing such treatments as quackery, attacking their promoters,
destroying their careers and putting them in jail. Some examples include the attacks against Royal Raymond Rife,10
Harry Hoxley,11 Dr. Stanislaw Burzynski,12 Jim Humble13 and Kerri Rivera,14 and Dr. Jeff Bradstreet.15 Big Pharma, HHS
and FDA’s coordinated actions to discredit known and proven safe and inexpensive cures for disease, including the use
of substances like Laetrile, vitamin C, MMS/CDS, other salts and minerals, herbs, fruits, vegetables and other natural
cures is widely published and confirmed.
An FDA representative in a “60 Minutes” interview made it clear, when discussing why DMSO, an incredible substance
having multiple uses to heal our body and relieve pain, would never be promoted by Big Pharma or authorized for
medical use. Why? DMSO is not patentable and would destroy their market.16
Your Right to Try Drug Bill means nothing if people are not given the option to choose natural and homeopathic
treatments instead of allowing the medical industry to force their proven toxic hocus-pocus potions through legislation,
making them sicker and more dependent on their products.17
(4) ABORTION. You mentioned the idea that a baby, in fetus form, up to the day of birth is not a human being and a Child
of God and, therefore, it is acceptable to abort it, to kill it if inconvenient to the mother or if she is pressured to do so.
Simple logic tells us we cannot choose an arbitrary date to determine when life starts, between conception and
delivery, as it is always the same living organism, just in different stages of development. A fetus cannot turn itself into a
cow or anything else other than a Child of God.
If purposefully aborting a healthy child is an abomination against God, what can we call injecting into our bodies
residual cells and DNA from fetal cell lines derived from such aborted fetuses? Dr. Plotkin has confirmed that healthy
aborted fetuses are used in the development of vaccines, which procedures include adding cut-up fetus tissue from the
brain, heart, lungs, skin, tongue and other body parts in certain vaccines.18
(5) RELIGIOUS RIGHTS. In your speech at the National Prayer Breakfast you made emphasis on how you and your
administration are protecting Religious Liberties, yet no one, including you, any legislator or news media outlets, from
Fox to CNN, are reporting that Big Vaxx Pharma is violating our God-given and Constitutional religious rights by raplidly
and forcefully moving in many states, as it did in California via SB 277, to remove all conscience, personal, religious and
even medical exemptions to refuse vaccination in order to attend school through state legislation to that effect. They
are doing the same with healthcare workers being forced to be vaccinated, with military personnel in order to serve,
and soon, if we don’t stop them, for any purpose the Nanny State desires. There is no end in sight.

9

See lack of HHS safety vaccine studies at principia-scientific.org/court-us-government-broke-the-law-on-vaccine-safetyfor-30-years.
10
See Rife’s story at tinyurl.com/RR-Rife-Story.
11
See Harry Hoxsey’s story, a reporter’s account, at minute 14:56, tinyurl.com/Harry-Hoxsey-Story.
12
See Dr. Burzynski’s story at tinyurl.com/Dr-Burzynski-Story.
13
See proof that MMS cured Malaria in Africa in 2012 for pennies on the dollar, at tinyurl.com/MMS-RedCross-Africa.
14
See Kerri Rivera presentation on healing the symptoms known as autism, at tinyurl.com/Kerri-Rivera-Autism.
15
See Dr. Bradstreet’s story, raided by authorities 3 days prior to his mysterious death, at tinyurl.com/Dr-Bradstreet-Raid.
16
See “60 Minutes” DMSO report, part 3, starting at minute 2:20, at tinyurl.com/DMSO-60Minutes-Part3.
17
See history of the Rockefeller medical quackery that destroyed natural medicine, that industry’s healthy competitor, at
http://tinyurl.com/Rockefeller-Medical-Fraud.
18
See Plotkin deposition, at minute 17:25, at tinyurl.com/Plotkin-Part8.
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(6) I have filed complaints with your new HHS Conscience and Religious Freedom Division noting all of the above attrocities
and violation of our religious rights, but to no avail as of today.19 The DOJ has also refused to investigate.20
Because vaccines are toxic and cause disease and serious injury like autism, they affect our ability to serve God by
defiling our body, the Temple of God. If your intention, such as a physician’s right to avoid participation in abortion, was
to also help anti-mandatory vaccine advocates with the HHS division of Civil Rights’ new Office of Conscience and
Religious Freedom, it has not worked and you have failed to follow through. If your intentions are honorable, then you
need to eliminate the FDA/HHS deep state swamp that is working against the American people.
(7) SOCIALISM. Finally, in your speech you clearly stated, “We renew our resolve that America will never be a socialist
country.” But what is socialism (the cousin of communism) if not government control over its citizens? What can be said
when government can force you to take medications against your will, even when such toxic substances like those
found in vaccines have been proven by empirical evidence and observation to be harmful to all recipients in various
degrees, up to and including autism (as you confirmed) and, even worse, Sudden Infant Death Syndrom (SIDS), which
more accurately should be referred to as VACCINE DEATH SYNDROME.
Big pharma, the CDC and those that advocate for mandatory vaccination, like Plotkin, Dr. Paul Offit, Dorit Reiss and every
state’s education and health department , as well as all other local, state and federal agencies, the medical industry and
even the World Health Organization, are fraudulently and criminally involved in a campaign that will force us and physicians
that took a Hippocratic Oath to protect their patients, to damage us and our children forever, all in violation of our Natural,
Common Law, Constitutional and International rights. CAN AMERICA BE GREAT IF ALL FUTURE GENERATIONS ARE
PERMANENTLY AFFECTED BY TOXIC VACCINES? NEVER!
Even though Big Vaxx Pharma, the CDC and Plotkin et al will tell us that there are no studies proving that vaccines cause
autism or Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) and that vaccines rarely cause any sort of serious injury, regardless of
extensive evidence to the contrary, the truth is that reality is not based on written documents that can be manipulated by
their creators to reach a certain conclusion; it is based on observation. The true and only proof of vaccine safety or danger
is based on the Law of Parsimony. The Parsimony principle is basic to all science and tells us to choose the simplest scientific
explanation that fits the evidence. In the case of vaccination, the following basic facts apply:
1. IN A CHILDHOOD DOCTOR’S VISIT A CHILD SHOWS PERFECT HEALTH AFTER EVALUATION; THEN THE DOCTOR
RECOMMENDS VACCINATION
2. AFTER VACCINATION SERIOUS INJURY, INCLUDING DEATH, HAPPENS WITHIN HOURS OR WITHIN DAYS
3. NO EXPLANATION FOR INJURY OTHER THAN VACCINATION IS LOGICAL OR PLAUSIBLE
4. THE SAME SITUATION PRESENTS ITSELF OVER AND OVER AGAIN THROUGHOUT OUR COUNTRY
The Principle of Parsimony would clearly and indisputably point to the involved vaccine(s) being the culprit of such a
reaction/injury, and yet, when an obvious vaccine-related injury or death happens, the involved doctor, the CDC and
orthodox medical science advocates are never able to explain to parents why such injury/death happened, other than to
simply deny it was related or caused by the vaccine, even though there is no other justifiable explanation.
Now that Dr. Plotkin has confessed in video deposition about the truth of all the serious dangers of vaccines and the
chicanery by him and Big Vaxx Pharma to conceal that from the public, with Big Vaxx Pharma being unable to stop its
dissemination, they are now doing the next best thing: Attempting to eliminate from social media anyone questioning the
safety of vaccines using their bought-for friends in Congress. An example of this are the recent hearings in Congress where
the large social media giants were asked to eliminate “fake news” from their platforms, just like the fake news media hides
all your accomplishments and twists all your words and actions. More troubling is your archenemy ADAM SCHIFF formally
19

See my Vaccine Religious Freedom Class Action Complaint filed with HHS and DOJ at tinyurl.com/VRFComplaint-RB.
See my Complaint of Misconduct to the DOJ Inspector General against the DOJ Civil Rights Division’s Educational
Opportunities Section, at tinyurl.com/Vaxx-DOJ-Misconduct-Complaint.
20
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asking Facebook and Google to deplatform any persons, groups or organizations that questions the safety of vaccines.21
Mark Zuckerberg has already stated that he is seriously considering Schiff’s request to silence me and others that question
vaccine safety.
ACTION IS URGENTLY NEEDED ON THE ISSUE OF VACCINE MANDATES
Mr. President, for all the reasons noted herein, Big Pharma/Big Vaxx Pharma have proven to be the enemy of the People
and must be stopped regarding their continual push for mandatory vaccine programs and related legislation nationwide.
From you as President we request, and as Children of God from you we demand the following actions:
1. Establish an executive commission to study not only the dangers of vaccines, but also the fraud being perpetrated
against humanity by Big Vaxx Pharma and all their minions, all Criminal Participants at all levels of industry and
government; in other words a commission such as the one you originally considered when you took office. We request
that you appoint Roberty F. Kennedy Jr. or Del Bigtree to head such a commission.
2. Order the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services to issue a nationally publicized Public Notice
admitting that:
(a) Vaccines recommended by the CDC for children and adults have never been tested using true double-blind placebocontrolled trials to confirm their safety; and
(b) The only publicly-admitted study using a true double-blind placebo-controlled trial regarding vaccines was for
Merck’s HPV vaccine, as confirmed by Dr. Plotkin, and and in that study the subjects that received true inert
placebo vaccines showed zero injury of any sort, while a significant percentage of those that receiving the HPV
vaccine or the aluminum adjuvents in the HPV vaccine did indeed suffer immunological, mental and physical
disabilities as a direct result and in more than 2% of the trial subjects, not the one in a million serious injuries
claimed in CDC Vaccine Factsheets; and
(c) Most vaccine trial studies only lasted 72 hours, in some cases 5 days, with no further documentation of short or
long-term side effects or attempts to track this data in the future; and
(d) The CDC is unable to prove the safety of vaccines. Because of this, the CDC is to immediately cease and desist from
recommending vaccines as safe and helpful in the prevention of alleged “vaccine-preventable diseases until such
independent, unbiased and well-designated scientific studies have been done regarding their safety and potential
danger;
3. Order the new HHS Conscience and Religious Freedom Division to investigate and take action on all civil rights
complaints submitted by affected individuals related to mandatory vaccination laws jeopardizing their children’s right to
attend school without vaccination if such is the parents’ choice and that it issue cease and desist orders against such
hospitals, schools, school districts and related state agencies (legislators promoting such bills and governor’s approving
such legislation, all in violation of their Oath of Office), requiring them to allow school attendance of such unvaccinated
children; and to further refer such cases to the U.S. Department of Justice for possible civil and criminal charges via
lawsuits against such health facilities and state institutions for violation of civil rights if they refuse to allow employment
or school enrollment and participation. Legislators promoting such bills and governors approving such legislation, all in
violation of their Oath of Office, must also be investigated for accepting bribes through campaign contributions
;
and
4. Issue a full pardon to CDC whistleblower Dr. William Thompson for his participation in the fraud related to CDC claims of
vaccine safety, which he admitted to having been a part of as proven by phone recordings.22 This should be granted in
21

See article in “The Hill” regarding Schiff’s request to social media giants to remove anything pointing to vaccine dangers,
at https://tinyurl.com/Schiff-Facebook-Vaccines.
22
See the Thompson’s story in the documentary “Vaxxed – from Cover-Up to Catastrophe,” at
vaxxedthemovie.com/stream.
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return for his cooperation in exposing what he did and under whose authority, from the lowest to the highest level of
government and industry, and to outline the purposeful destruction of evidence leading to continued publicized lies of
vaccine safety. If Dr. Thompson refuses to make such truthful declarations, we then demand that Dr. Thompson and all
those involved in said fraud be criminally charged with Crimes Against Humanity to the fullest extent of the law.
Vaccines are weapons of Mass Destruction.
5. Make public through your Twitter account the deposition of vaccine developer Dr. Standly Plotkin, proving the vaccine
fraud, Big Pharma’s purposeful hiding of the dangers of vaccines and their efforts to make their liability-free products
mandatory.23
6. ISSUE A PRESIDENTIAL DECLARATION NOTING THAT MEN, WOMEN AND THE CHILDREN AND PERSONS UNDER THEIR
CARE HAVE AN ABSOLUTE RIGHT TO DECIDE WHETHER OR NOT TO VACCINATE THEMSELVES.
Mr. President, from the day you confirmed your stance on the dangers of vaccines we have been hopeful you would take
action in our favor and stop the mandatory vaccine agenda being carried out in the United States, but we have been
disappointed to see that you did not follow through by creating the vaccine inquiry commission with Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.
leading this commission. And yet we see how you may have been instrumental in setting up the meeting between Bobby
and others with key executive agency officers to discuss the potential and actual dangers of vaccines since this meeting
produced evidence of the vaccine safety fraud. Maybe you are waiting for us to give you the tools to take action in our
favor. If that is the case, this letter is the tool you were waiting for. The ball is in your court.
Mr. President, we understand that your plate is full, not only with national and global issues to address, but with the myriad
of distractions that are thrown your way every day through attacks against you by partisan Democratic committees,
Mainstream Media and deep state operatives working against you at every turn, and we would gladly wait until you address
all those other pressing matters before addressing the issues we present herein; unfortunately, everything you might do for
our nation will be frivolous if our nation’s inhabitants’ mental health and physical capacity to operate as men, woman and
children is forever compromised and negatively affected by the mandatory toxic vaccine agenda.
MR. PRESIDENT: The vaccine fraud is so obvious and detrimental to our National Interests that if you do nothing to stop
it, or at a minimum to immediately expose it, we will be left with no alternative but to conclude you are also a part of the
deep state by implicitly supporting , by action or inaction, such mandatory consumption of these liability-free vaccines.
Please prove to us now, not tomorrow, that you are taking steps to stop this assault on our health and our children’s
future: The orchestrated destruction of our collective races, the whole of mankind.
We appreciate your support in the form of decisive action in support of protecting our freedom of choice without
restrictions and/or government intrusion regarding vaccination. Can we count on you Mr. President? Will You Help Us
Make Americans Healthy and Great Again?
Respectfully Submitted,

______________________________________
Ricardo Beas
Pastor
Natural Law Church of Health and Healing
______________________________________
Sign

__________________________________________________________________________
Your Name, Title, (affiliation if any or city and state)
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See Part 8 of a nine-part deposition by Plotkin, which focuses on the use of healthy aborted fetus tissue in vaccines, such
tissue to include parts from the brain, heart, lungs, skin and even tongue, an abomination before God and nature; at
http://tinyurl.com/Plotkin-Part8.
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PERSONS AND ORGANIZATIONS SUPPORTING THIS PETITION
1. Sherri Tenpenny, DO, AOBNMM, ABIHM; Founder, Courses for Mastery; Director, Tenpenny Integrative Medical Center
2. Dr. Stephanie Seneff, Senior Research Scientist, MIT. Author of “Cindy & Erica's Obsession to Solve Today's Health Care
Crisis: Autism, Alzheimer's Disease, Cardiovascular Disease, ALS and more”
3. David Brownstein, M.D., Medical Director, Center for Holistic Medicine
4. Michelle Ford, President, Vaccine-Injury Awareness League
5. Ron Kennedy, M.D.
6. Michael B Schachter MD, CNS
7. Dr. GLS Chang
8. James Grundvig, author “Master Manipulator: The Explosive True Story of Fraud, Embezzlement, and Government
Betrayal at the CDC”
9. Ingri Cassel, Director, Vaccination Liberation
10. Dr. Edward F. Fogarty III, Chairman of Medical Imaging/Metals Imager, University of North Dakota
11. Dette Avalon FNP, Avalon Health & Wellness
12. Anne Mason, Small Business Owner, Fairfax, California
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